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IN DE TOEKOMST VAN WERK
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ONZEKERHEDEN
Hoe te handelen met



LET ME
MYSELF
INTRODUCE



MY WORKDAY

in 2030



Future of work
TRENDS

Inclusion

Employee 
as a Customer

Networked 
Organisations

Next Level 
Automation

Serial 
Craftmanship

Privacy and 
Transparency

From Functions 
to Roles



We are all equally
DIFFERENT
Let’s design for that

INCLUSION

Inclusion



Cooperate internally
and externally to become
radically employee centric

EMPLOYEE 
AS A CUSTOMER

Employee as a customer



Networked organisations



Create augmented services
based on next gen tech

NEXT GEN 
Next level automation



Provide new ways for
professional identity
based on skills, roles or
competences

FROM FUNCTIONS 

TO ROLES

From function to roles



Use a Privacy by Design
approach for creating
new (HR) Services

PRIVACY AND
TRANSPARENCY

Privacy and transparency



Use tech to capture, curate
and value informal learning
for knowledge sharing and
cooperation to make use of
our collective intelligence

SERIAL
CRAFTSMANSHIP

Serial craftmanship



EMPOWERED 
EMPLOYEES 
know their craft and have 
A PASSION FOR IT 
feel vital and energetic
and can adapt to 

CHANGE 

VITALITY
How do you feel physically and 
mentally?  Do you radiate energy to
the people you work with or for?

ADAPTABILITY
How do you deal with change? How 
is your financial situation? Do you 
have supportive partner?

CRAFTMANSHIP
What is you craft? How well 
developed is your craftmanship?

Happy People,
Happy Customers

Trust

Craftsmanship

Vitality

Adaptability



How engaged is the

‘‘Satisfaction tells something about the past.
Commitment tells something about today and the future.

Engagement is the only stable measurement.’’

LABOUR FORCE?

Which percentage of the labour force world wide is engaged?
Higher or lower than 15%?

LOWER:
13%



Can you influence 

Is happiness good luck, or can you influence 
it yourself? The latter is the case.

HAPPINESS?

Which percentage of happiness can you influence yourself?
Higher or lower than 25%?

HIGHER:
50%



Jouw rol als leider is in tijd van onzekerheden en verandering cruciaal



Network Leadership

Community

A Rabobank leader recognises and leverages our 
unique ability to connect clients and stakeholders 
to build a better world

One Rabo

A Rabobank leader leads Rabobank as a whole, 
takes responsibility for the collective and creates 
maximum impact and results by working together

Individual Leadership

Personal

A Rabobank leader takes full responsibility for his 
or her actions, and develops through 
craftsmanship, vitality and adaptability.

Team

A Rabobank leader creates, facilitates and inspires 
high-performing teams and is focused on 
developing the team in order to get results. 

Rabo
Leadership

Jouw leiderschap wordt gevraagd op verschillende dimensies



Growing a better world together.

Questions?


